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November 28, 2023

VIA EMAIL

Dr. Claudine Gay
President
Harvard University
Massachusetts Hall
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Ms. Diane E. Lopez
Vice President and General Counsel
Harvard University Office of the General Counsel
Smith Campus Center, Suite 980
1350 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

The Honorable Miguel Angel Cardona
Secretary of Education
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202

Re: Disclosure of Evidence of Meta (formerly Facebook) influencing Harvard
University’s Kennedy School of Government

Dear President Gay, Ms. Lopez, and Secretary Cardona:

1. Whistleblower Aid represents Dr. Joan Donovan (“Dr. Donovan”), a highly
respected subject-matter expert on misinformation, disinformation, online
extremism, and media manipulation.1 Her expertise in this area has been widely
recognized by peers, institutions, and the U.S. Government. Notably, in 2020

1 “Joan Donovan,” Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard Kennedy School, Mar. 9, 2019,
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/faculty/joan-donovan [https://archive.ph/AW0oQ].
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Congress called on Dr. Donovan to testify as a subject matter expert on
manipulation and deception in the digital age.2

2. From December 10, 2018, until August 31, 2023, Dr. Donovan worked for
Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government (“Kennedy School”
or “HKS”) where she most recently served as the Director of the Technology and
Social Change Research Project (“TASC”) while concurrently serving as the
Research Director of the Shorenstein Center. TASC resided within the
Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics, and Public Policy, and the project’s focus
was research into media manipulation campaigns – a critical national security
issue in light of bad actors’ efforts to influence U.S. discourse and elections.3

3. In December 2021, the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative committed $500 million to
Harvard for a University-wide center on Artificial Intelligence, which we believe is
the largest single contribution/commitment in the history of the university.4 Mark
Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook (now Meta) attended Harvard University
and his spouse, Priscilla Chan, is an alumnus.5

4. Dr. Donovan’s personal experience and documentary evidence establishes that
in order to protect the interests of high-value donors with obvious and direct ties
to Meta/Facebook, Kennedy School leadership began to target Dr. Donovan’s
team, their work, and her personally in an effort to diminish – if not destroy –
their research and public engagement despite the ample funding raised by Dr.
Donovan, which still resides in Harvard University’s bank account.

5. Ultimately, by correspondence dated July 13, 2023, and despite being
contracted to continue in her role through December 31, 2024,6 the Kennedy

6 Email correspondence from Jen Goodman, Associate Director of Human Resources/Senior Human
Resources Consultant to Joan Donovan (dated Oct. 13, 2021), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “1”.

5 Priscilla Chan and Mark Zuckerberg, “Priscilla Chan and Mark Zuckerberg, CZI Co-Founders and
Co-CEOs (Our Leadership),” Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, https://chanzuckerberg.com/about/leaders/
(Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

4 Thomas Maisonneuve, et al., “Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Pledges $500 Million for AI Institute at
Harvard” The Harvard Crimson, Dec. 8, 2021,
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2021/12/8/chan-zuckerberg-donates-500-million/ (Last accessed
Oct. 4, 2023).

3 Tom McCarthy, “How Russia used social media to divide Americans” The Guardian, Oct. 14, 2017,
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/14/russia-us-politics-social-media-facebook (Last
accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

2 “Digital Age and Disinformation,” C-SPAN, Jan. 8, 2020,
https://www.c-span.org/video/?467925-1/digital-age-disinformation (Last accessed Aug. 14, 2023).
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School informed Dr. Donovan that they are ending the TASC program and her
employment effective August 31, 2023. They further informed Dr. Donovan that
her role as Research Director for the Shorenstein Center is being eliminated.7

6. The facts in this case are similar in motive and tactics to prior industry
campaigns of Big Tobacco, Oil and Gas, and Big Pharma, each of which
manipulated institutions into producing “research” products that supported their
respective industries and further harmful public narratives.8

7. Given these actions, we are filing this disclosure to urge you to conduct an
investigation into the Kennedy School’s activity and take any and all appropriate
corrective action to protect academic integrity and freedom going forward,
including to ensure the Kennedy School’s use of donor funds as intended.

8. Please be advised that although the undersigned, as counsel, has prepared this
formal disclosure for submission, Dr. Donovan has reviewed its contents and the
positions espoused herein should be considered as her own. Thus, where a
factual statement is asserted and does not include a citation to a supporting
document or declaration, the source is Dr. Donovan.

Dr. Joan Donovan

9. Dr. Donovan was the Research Director of the Kennedy School’s Shorenstein
Center on Media, Politics, and Public Policy where she led TASC.9 She was
recruited by the then-Director, Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public
Policy, and Setti Warren, now the Director of the Institute of Politics, to become
a project director of TASC. After a six month negotiation process, in December
2018 she began working with the Shorenstein Center.10 Dr. Donovan is among
the world’s foremost experts on technology studies, misinformation/

10 Declaration of Joan Donovan at ¶¶ 5-6 (Oct. 28, 2023)(“Donovan Decl.”), a copy of which is included
at Exhibit “3”.

9 “Technology & Social Change,” Shorenstein Center, Harvard Kennedy School,
https://shorensteincenter.org/programs/technology-social-change/ (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023);
LinkedIn Joan Donovan, https://www.linkedin.com/in/joan-donovan-4bb7471bb/ (Last accessed Oct. 4,
2023).

8 Mohamed Abdalla, “The Grey Hoodie Project: Big Tobacco, Big Tech, and the Threat on Academic
Integrity.” Department of Computer Science, Centre for Ethics & Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto Canada, Apr. 27, 2021, https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~msa/pdf/grey_hoodie.pdf
(Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

7 Email correspondence from Jen Goodman, Associate Director of Human Resources/Senior Human
Resources Consultant to Joan Donovan (dated July 13, 2023), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “2”.
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disinformation, media manipulation, online extremism, and digital politics. Her
work is particularly timely as it is used to inform policymakers as they legislate
how the U.S. Government shapes policies to protect American democracy and
national security.

10.Prior to joining Harvard University, Dr. Donovan was the Research Lead for the
Media Manipulation Initiative at Data & Society, an independent non-profit
research organization. While there she led a multi-million dollar initiative with a
team of fourteen researchers where they mapped how interest groups,
governments, political operatives, corporations, and others use the internet and
media to disrupt social institutions.11 It is because of her notable work and timely
research at Data & Society that the Kennedy School recruited her to join their
ranks.12

11.Dr. Donovan has authored over 35 articles, papers, and a book. Most recently in
2022, Dr. Donovan co-authored Meme Wars: The Untold Story of the Online
Battles Upending Democracy in America, a book that investigates how “the
digital underworld” is weaponized by extremists and impacts American
democracy.13 She received her Ph.D. in Sociology and Science Studies from the
University of California San Diego in 2015, and was a postdoctoral fellow at the
University of California, Los Angeles (“UCLA”) Institute for Society and Genetics
from 2015-2017.14

12.After Kennedy School leadership materially and significantly changed her duties,
responsibilities, and working conditions around the time the University secured
major funding from the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative and after she began a project
called “Facebook Archive” to make Frances Haugen’s (“Ms. Haugen’s”)
documents publicly accessible, in July 2023 the Kennedy School notified Dr.
Donovan that her employment would cease effective August 31, 2023.15

Accordingly, Dr. Donovan has been forced to transition out of the Kennedy
School, leaving millions of dollars in funding and the major corpus of her
research at the Kennedy School.

15 Email correspondence from Jen Goodman, Associate Director of Human Resources/Senior Human
Resources Consultant to Joan Donovan (dated July 13, 2023), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “2”.

14 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 3.

13Joan Donovan, et al., Meme Wars: The Untold Story of the Online Battles Upending Democracy in
America (2022).

12 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 4.

11 Jake Dow, “Data & Society – Joan Donovan,” Data & Society,
https://datasociety.net/people/donovan-joan/ (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).
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13.Thereafter on August 16, 2023, Boston University announced that on September
1, 2023, Dr. Donovan, a “Nationally Recognized Expert in Misinformation And
Disinformation”, will join the university as an assistant professor in the College of
Communication. She currently holds dual appointments in the Division of
Emerging Media Studies and the Journalism Department.16

14.Dr. Donovan’s work could not be more timely or critical to the United States and
democracy more broadly. According to Forbes Magazine, 4.9 billion people
across the globe use social media and 2.9 billion people worldwide use
Facebook;17 70% of Internet users worldwide are active on at least one Meta
platform, and within the US, 70% of adults use Facebook.18 Those users and
consumers often make significant decisions that affect their lives and the lives of
others based upon the information to which they are exposed, every single day,
on social media. Accordingly, each of these users are susceptible to the malign
influence of the very actors and social media systems Dr. Donovan studies. In a
November 2023 lawsuit brought by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
against Meta and Instagram, the Attorney General averred that Meta
purposefully designed Instagram to prioritize teens’ attention and engagement
over well-being.19 The lawsuit draws, in part, from the documents disclosed by
Frances Haugen that Dr. Donovan was attempting to make publicly available.

15.Over the arc of her career, Dr. Donovan’s research has shifted focus from solely
looking at the bad actors conducting media manipulation campaigns themselves
to the design of social media systems and, more broadly, the corporate
responsibility – or irresponsibility – of technology companies. Boston University
describes her work writing:

19 Complaint for Plaintiff at ____, Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. Meta Platforms, Inc. and
Instagram, LLC, 2384 CV 02397-BLS1 (Nov. 6, 2023)
https://the-citizens.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/11/2023.11.6-Updated-Redacted-Meta-Complaint-FI
LED-c.pdf (Last accessed Nov. 15, 2023).

18 Newberry, Christina. “42 Facebook Statistics Marketers Need to Know in 2023,” January 17, 2023,
https://blog.hootsuite.com/facebook-statistics/ (Last accessed November 15, 2023).

17 Wong, Belle. “Top Social Media Statistics And Trends Of 2023,” Forbes, May 18, 2023
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/business/social-media-statistics/#source (Last accessed November 15,
2023)

16 “Joan Donovan, Nationally Recognized Expert in Misinformation and Disinformation, Joins BU
Faculty,” Boston University, Aug. 16, 2023,
https://www.bu.edu/articles/2023/misinformation-expert-joan-donovan-joins-bu-faculty/ (Last accessed
Oct. 4, 2023).
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Donovan’s work in misinformation and disinformation puts her right in the
middle of a dark web of online vitriol. She wades into cynical and sometimes
downright violent posts by extremists and conspiracy theorists, often picking up
on nascent movements and bad actors even before they gain mainstream
attention.20

16.As a result of malign actors' activity and the inherent and significant risk social
media systems pose to the United States and democracy more broadly, Dr.
Donovan’s research is – and must continue to be – guided by academic freedom
and not subjected to undue influence. Her research is – and must continue to be
– informed by unbiased and unvarnished data and methodology.21 Finally, to
have the impact her research demands, the results must be shared freely and
unmanipulated with academics, journalists, policymakers, technologists, and the
general public.

17.Given that consumers of her research include scholars, members of the press
and U.S. Government policymakers, the validity and credibility of her research
must be beyond reproach.22 As such, the very social media system platforms Dr.
Donovan investigates cannot in any way, shape, or form be permitted to
influence her research goals or employment through the institution where it is
conducted.

18.Dr. Donovan’s research is essential in our current environment where social
media companies, and technology corporations more broadly, have an outsized
impact on public discourse.23 Elected officials and regulators are lagging in
creating laws, rules, and regulations that can effectively guide these companies
through oversight and enforcement, oftentimes only taking action and proposing

23 Richard Wike, et. al. “2. Views of social media and its impacts on society.” Pew Research Center, Dec.
6, 2022,
https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2022/12/06/views-of-social-media-and-its-impacts-on-society-in-a
dvanced-economies-2022/ (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

22 “Digital Age and Disinformation,” C-SPAN, Jan. 8, 2020,
https://www.c-span.org/video/?467925-1/digital-age-disinformation (Last accessed Aug. 14, 2023).

21 Dr. Donovan never took data or money from the social media and technology companies for her
research.

20 “Joan Donovan, Nationally Recognized Expert in Misinformation and Disinformation, Joins BU
Faculty,” Boston University, Aug. 16, 2023,
https://www.bu.edu/articles/2023/misinformation-expert-joan-donovan-joins-bu-faculty/ (Last accessed
Oct. 4, 2023).
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new regulations after large scale mistakes or harms come to light.24 The majority
of internet users in a 2022 Pew Research Center report that false information is a
major threat within society and that social media makes online manipulation
easier.25

19.On December 7, 2021, the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative committed $500 million to
Harvard for a University-wide center on Artificial Intelligence.26 Subsequent to
learning that Dr. Donovan was intending to create a public archive of internal
Facebook documents disclosed by Ms. Haugen in October 2021, Dr. Donovan
was increasingly blocked from continuing her research. She was prevented from
meaningfully contributing to the field of study where she has spent her career
becoming an expert. On August 24, 2022, Dean Douglas Elmendorf (“Dean
Elmendorf”), Dean of the Kennedy School, put Dr. Donovan on a hiring and
fundraising freeze. Moreover, Dean Elmendorf told her that she did not have
academic freedom or even the legal “rights” to her own research. Finally in
January 2023, she was barred from hosting public events and restricted from
any activity that would “raise her profile,” and thus her research, from gaining
any meaningful reception.27

20.Dean Elmendorf was very concerned with donors and maintaining his narrative
of why TASC was being shut down. In January 2023, Dean Elmendorf told Dr.
Donovan that she was not allowed to communicate to donors and supporters
her understanding of what was taking place. He summarized in an email writing,
“On communications with supporters of the Shorenstein Center and of Harvard
more broadly: It’s important that members of the Shorenstein advisory board

27 Donovan Decl. at ¶¶ 56, 100 -104, 161-166.

26 Thomas Maisonneuve, et al., “Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Pledges $500 Million for AI Institute at
Harvard | News,” The Harvard Crimson, Dec. 8, 2021,
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2021/12/8/chan-zuckerberg-donates-500-million/ (Last accessed
Oct. 4, 2023.

25 Wike, supra note 23.

24 Adam Satariano, “E.U. Takes Aim at Social Media's Harms With Landmark New Law, (Published
2022),” The New York Times, Apr. 22, 2022,
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/22/technology/european-union-social-media-law.html (Last
accessed Oct. 5, 2023); Zack Whittaker, “What we learned when Twitter whistleblower Mudge testified to
Congress,” TechCrunch, Sept. 13, 2022,
https://techcrunch.com/2022/09/13/twitter-whistleblower-mudge-congress/ (Last accessed Oct. 5,
2023); Jon Fingas, “TikTok whistleblower claims US data privacy efforts are seriously flawed,” Engadget,
Mar. 10, 2023,
https://www.engadget.com/tiktok-whistleblower-claims-us-data-privacy-efforts-are-seriously-flawed-21
1255093.html (Last accessed Oct. 5, 2023).
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and other donors and grantors hear a consistent and accurate explanation of
what’s happening with you and your project. I expect that you will coordinate
with Nancy and Laura [Dr. Donovan’s supervisors, Ms. Nancy Gibbs and Ms.
Laura Manley] on an ongoing basis to be sure that is happening.”28 These
restrictions violate Dr. Donovan’s civil rights, including her freedom of speech
and freedom of association.

21.All of this happened because Dr. Donovan’s research struck a chord
counter to Meta’s corporate interests.When that happened, the Kennedy
School took Meta’s side in order to protect a significant financial contribution –
and numerous relationships with donors affiliated with Meta. After October 2021,
whenever Dr. Donovan interacted with Kennedy School leadership about her
research, they began adopting Meta’s language and questioned Dr. Donovan’s
research methodologies – specifically with respect to Facebook – in order to
protect their own financial interests. It became abundantly clear that Kennedy
School leadership was taking its cues from Meta and acting on behalf of Meta’s
best interests.

22.All of the efforts taken to undermine Dr. Donovan came at great costs – to the
donors who contributed millions of dollars to her work, and to the public more
broadly who every day, all day long, are exposed to disinformation and
misinformation. Moreover, there is the impact on Harvard University directly.
Kennedy School leadership, their actions and decisions, have directly affected
the Shorenstein Center and the Kennedy School’s integrity and reputation. In the
end, much like Meta/Facebook putting profits over people,29 the Kennedy
School has put financial gain over objective truth and the pursuit of knowledge.

Academic Freedom

23. In a one-on-one meeting with Dean Elmendorf on August 24, 2022, he informed
Dr. Donovan that she did not have academic freedom at the Kennedy School.
Harvard University publishes a “University-Wide Statement on Rights and
Responsibilities” – rights and responsibilities that apply to “all members of
the community” within the university. It states that the “central functions of an
academic community are learning, teaching, research and scholarship,”
underscoring that the University places special emphasis on certain values

29 Ryan Mack and Cecilia Kang, “Whistle-Blower Says Facebook ‘Chooses Profits Over Safety’” The
New York Times, Oct. 3, 2021,
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/03/technology/whistle-blower-facebook-frances-haugen.html (Last
accessed Oct. 20, 2023.

28 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 166.
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“which are essential to its nature as an academic community.”30 Among those
are academic freedom. The statement reads, in pertinent part:

The University places special emphasis, as well, upon certain values which are
essential to its nature as an academic community. Among these are freedom
of speech and academic freedom, freedom from personal force and violence,
and freedom of movement. Interference with any of these freedoms must be
regarded as a serious violation of the personal rights upon which the community
is based. Furthermore, although the administrative process and activities of the
University cannot be ends in themselves, such functions are vital to the orderly
pursuit of the work of all members of the University. Therefore, interference
with members of the University in performance of their normal duties and
activities must be regarded as unacceptable obstruction of the essential
processes of the University. Theft or willful destruction of the property of the
University or its members must also be considered as unacceptable violation of
the rights of individuals or of the community as a whole.

Moreover, it is the responsibility of all members of the academic
community to maintain an atmosphere in which violations of rights are
unlikely to occur and to develop processes by which these rights are fully
assured. In particular, it is the responsibility of officers of administration
and instruction to be alert to the needs of the University community; to give
full and fair hearing to reasoned expressions of grievances; and to respond
promptly and in good faith to such expressions and to widely expressed needs
for change. In making decisions which concern the community as a whole or
any part of the community, officers are expected to consult with those affected
by the decisions. Failures to meet these responsibilities may be profoundly
damaging to the life of the University. Therefore, the University community has
the right to establish orderly procedures consistent with imperatives of academic
freedom to assess the policies and assure the responsibility of those whose
decisions affect the life of the University.

No violation of the rights of members of the University, nor any failure to meet
responsibilities, should be interpreted as justifying any violation of the rights of
members of the University. All members of the community — students and
officers alike – should uphold the rights and responsibilities expressed in

30 Harvard University, “University-Wide Statement on Rights and Responsibilities | Office of the Provost,”
Office of the Provost, https://provost.harvard.edu/university-wide-statement-rights-and-responsibilities
(Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023) (emphasis supplied).
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this Statement if the University is to be characterized by mutual respect
and trust.31

24.Accordingly, this stated policy should be the guiding principle in how the
University treats its academics, researchers, students, and programs.

Dr. Donovan’s Work at Harvard

25.Until her removal from Harvard and the dissolution of TASC, Dr. Donovan and
her team had been working on a number of projects. Some of those projects
fulfilled specific deliverables for grantors funding the research and work of the
TASC team. These grant deliverables included, but were not limited to, the
following:

a. The Media Manipulation Casebook: A digital research platform linking
together theory, methods, and practice for mapping media manipulation and
disinformation campaigns. This resource was intended for researchers,
journalists, technologists, policymakers, educators, and civil society
organizers who want to learn about detecting, documenting, describing, and
debunking misinformation.32

b. True Costs of Misinformation: There are financial, social, and human costs
to misinformation. Work in this area focused on how researchers can support
public officials and communities targeted by disinformation campaigns.33

c. Race, Media & Tech: The impacts of technology and mis-and disinformation
in communities of color is under-researched and often misunderstood. Led
by Dr. Donovan and [NAME REDACTED], the research investigated racialized
disinformation and how it mobilizes white supremacists’ violence, disrupts
the advocacy of civil society organizations, and saps the public’s ability to
discern truth from disinformation.34

34 Joan Donovan, and [NAME REDACTED], “Race, Media and Technology,” Shorenstein Center,
https://shorensteincenter.org/programs/technology-social-change/race-and-tech/ (Last accessed Oct. 4,
2023).

33 Joan Donovan, et al., “True Costs of Misinformation,” Shorenstein Center,
https://shorensteincenter.org/programs/technology-social-change/true-costs-misinformation (Last
accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

32 The Technology and Social Change Project, Media Manipulation Casebook: Homepage,
https://mediamanipulation.org/, (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

31 Id. (emphasis supplied).
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d. News Leaders Summit: The Shorenstein Center News Leaders program
brought together small cohorts of press leaders to tackle the problem of
misinformation-at-scale and media manipulation.35

e. FB Archive: FBarchive.org is an online resource for researchers, journalists,
and the general public to analyze and investigate the documents disclosed
by Ms. Haugen to government regulators, which showed Facebook’s
knowledge about their product’s harms. Having helped recruit Dr. Sweeney
to join the Shorenstein Center at the Kennedy School, Dr. Donovan invited
Dr. LaTanya Sweeney (“Dr. Sweeney”) to collaborate with TASC and Laura
Manley, the Executive Director of the Shorenstein Center (“Ms. Manley”) to
create a publicly accessible collection of the Facebook documents, including
the ability for users to analyze and annotate the documents.

f. Forbidden Knowledge: Medical Misinformation has grown in the social
media ecosystem, largely unabated. This research project analyzed how
medical and scientific knowledge is distributed and maligned in online
environments.

Financial Support for Dr. Donovan’s Research

26.Upon review of Dr. Donovan’s official personnel file, there were no employee
complaints or violations of school policy, only evidence of performance raises
and promotions throughout her time at the Kennedy School, illustrating that Dr.
Donovan was a model employee who brought great credit to both the
Shorenstein Center and the Kennedy School. To that end, in both 2019 and
2020, Ms. Manley provided Dr. Donovan with exceptionally strong performance
reviews.36 In 2019 Ms. Manley referenced Dr. Donovan’s “remarkable talents”
and called her a “brilliant and unique leader who is building a foundation of work
that is having meaningful impact in our country and our world.” In 2020 she
noted that Dr. Donovan’s work has had “tremendous impact and has lifted the
prestige of the Shorenstein Center as well as Harvard Kennedy School.”
Excerpts of Ms. Manley praising Dr. Donovan include the following:

36 Copies of Dr. Donovan’s performance evaluations are included at Exhibit “4”.

35 “Shorenstein Center News Leaders Program, Shorenstein Center,
https://shorensteincenter.org/programs/technology-social-change/news-leaders/ (Last accessed Oct. 4,
2023).
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27.Dr. Donovan began working at the Kennedy School in December 2018 initially
on a one-year contract as the Director of TASC.37 The then-Faculty Director
brought her on board with assurances that he, and the Kennedy School more
broadly, would support her work both financially and administratively. Despite
these assurances, Dr. Donovan’s formal employment offer was bereft of any
funding supporting Dr. Donovan and TASC’s researchers or administrators.38

28.Dr. Donovan describes that one of the most challenging things early on during
her time at the Kennedy School was doing her own fundraising. Despite this
immediate and unexpected challenge, in early 2019 she successfully negotiated
a $700,000 contribution from the Miami Foundation to support the work of
TASC. This allowed for Dr. Donovan to pay for researchers, an administrator, and
her own salary. Weeks later in April 2019, Nancy Gibbs (“Ms. Gibbs”) was
appointed to become the new Faculty Director at the Shorenstein Center from
her previous post as a professor of the practice at the Kennedy School.39

29.During her employment at the Kennedy School, Dr. Donovan was not only an
influential researcher, but she was also a prolific fundraiser. Despite the initial
hurdles and challenges of obtaining funding, she successfully secured $12
million dollars in grants and gifts to fund TASC’s work.40

40 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 6.

39 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 6; “About the Shorenstein Center,” Shorenstein Center,
https://shorensteincenter.org/about-us/ (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

38 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 5; Correspondence from former Director, Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics
and Public Policy to Joan Donovan (dated July 26, 2018), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “6”.

37 Correspondence from [NAME REDACTED], Recruitment Consultant to Joan Donovan (dated Nov. 27,
2018), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “5”.
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30.Harvard University outlines the policies that differentiate a gift from a grant.
According to the University, “no single indicator, by itself, distinguishes a gift
from a sponsored project (“grant” or “award”),” and the following factors are
typically indicative of a gift:41

a. Use of the funds is directly related to the University’s mission

b. The donor receives no value, or only nominal value, in exchange for the
support provided

c. No detailed scope of work, budget, or period of performance is specified by
the donor or promised by the University (the general area of work to be
supported may be specified)

d. There is no line-item budget, nor any restriction on the use of funds (as long
as the use is consistent with the donor’s original, accepted, stipulations)

e. There is no requirement to return unexpended funds to the donor

31.The following factors are typically indicative of a grant:

a. A line-item budget for the expenditure of funds for the project Activity

b. A detailed statement of the planned Activity or scope of work

c. A specified period of performance as a term and condition

d. A commitment by Harvard to provide “deliverables” (e.g., products, or
periodic technical or progress reports)

e. Fiscal accountability, such as submission of financial reports, audit
provisions, sponsor prior approval of or control over expenditures, and/or an
obligation to return unexpended funds

f. Obligation to convey rights to tangible or intangible property resulting from
the project (equipment, data, technical reports, copyrightable or patentable
materials).

32.Four foundations provided significant financial contributors as grants for the
purposes of supporting Dr. Donovan’s work and the TASC team. They are:
[redacted as “Donor A”], [redacted as “Donor B”], [redacted as “Donor C”] and
[redacted as “Donor D”]. Each of the funders outlined key deliverables as well
as other critical requirements. Per the grant agreements, key elements of each
include, but are not limited to, the following:

41 FAS Research Administration Services, “Grant v. Gift,” Harvard University
https://research.fas.harvard.edu/policies/gift-vs-grant (last accessed Nov. 6, 2023).
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a. Donor A

i. A grant totaling $830,000 explicitly supporting TASC.

ii. Provided to support the project researching coordinated inauthentic
activity to promote mis/disinformation that could impact the 2020 US
democratic processes including rule of law issues, elections, and the
Census.

iii. Contains a “Key Person Clause” identifying Joan Donovan as such. The
clause explicitly states that if Dr. Donovan is no longer part of the project
and the Kennedy School fails to find a replacement to the satisfaction of
the grantor, then the grantor may withhold further Grant payments to
Grantee and/or terminate this Agreement.

b. Donor B

i. A grant totaling $700,000 ($400,000 for the Public Interest Internet
Initiative; and $300,000 for TASC).

ii. Explicitly names the TASC team as being at the leading edge of theory
and methods in this arena and seeks to extend its research beyond
looking at digital harms. The grantor will mark progress based on the
number of citations of the work, range of publications in academia and
the press, and ability to build a field to address public interest on the
internet.

c. Donor C

i. A grant totaling $800,000 explicitly supporting TASC.

ii. Provides for grantor being promptly notified if there is a change in the
executive director, chief executive officer, president, or comparable senior
level executive of the Project and the Center that are the beneficiaries of
the grant funds.

iii. Requires that the grantee repay the grantor any funds spent for purposes
that are inconsistent or contrary to the grant agreement or approved
budget.

d. Donor D

i. Grants totaling $1,150,000
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ii. The most recent grant, totaling $750,000, was to support the Shorenstein
Center’s research on media manipulation tactics and to educate the
public about disinformation (intended for TASC).

iii. Key deliverables/benchmarks include completing a specific number of
case studies in the Media Manipulation Casebook, workshops, and
publications in academic journals and articles in popular press.

Misuse of [redacted as “Donor E”] Funds

33.Donor E provided $5,000,000 as a “gift” to the Kennedy School. What is notable
is that while designated as a gift, the award explicitly specifies the purpose for
the gift: funding TASC. The Kennedy School’s Shorenstein Center submitted “A
Proposal to Donor E,” in which the school detailed a proposal to specifically
fund the TASC Research Project.

34.Donor E’s gift explicitly states:

The generous gift of $5,000,000 (the “Gift”) from Donor E (the ”Donor”) to
Harvard University establishes the current-use Donor E Fund for the
Technology and Social Change (TASC) Research Project (the “Fund”).

35.While paragraph four of the gift agreement does stipulate that “All decisions
regarding research and activities supported by the Fund will be made solely at
the discretion of Kennedy School, in accordance with its established policies
and procedures,” the intent of the gift is clear: to fund TASC. Thus, while the
Kennedy School arguably could reallocate the funds, it should not do so without
consulting Donor E. Paragraph six states:

If, at some time in the future, the designation of the Fund is no longer
appropriate, the Dean of the Harvard Kennedy School, in consultation with the
Donor, may direct the Fund to another purpose at the School. However, if for
any reason this consultation cannot occur, the Dean has the discretion to
direct the Fund to a project or purpose deemed to be in keeping with the
Donor’s intent.

36.Based on information and belief, the Kennedy School failed to consult Donor E
about the non-TASC use of funds, including after the decision was made to
dismiss Dr. Donovan and shutter TASC. In fact, Dean Elmendorf explicitly and
adamantly informed Dr. Donovan that upon the dissolution of TASC, he would
“not entertain the notion of giving the funding back to [redacted first name of
Donor E principal”] (referring to approximately $3.1 million remaining in the
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Harvard coffers for Donor E Fund for the Technology and Social Change (TASC)
project.)

37.Consistent with the terms of the grants and gifts provided to TASC via the
Kennedy School, Dr. Donovan sent monthly updates to funders, illustrating the
progress made on projects and informing them of publications, events, media
coverage, and new opportunities for supporting research. After Dr. Donovan
became the target of Dean Elmendorf’s increasing restrictions and deemed to
be “persona non grata” to the Dean per her colleagues at Harvard, her media
appearances, publishing, and contact with funders ground to a halt.42

Dr. Donovan Lawfully Obtains the Facebook Papers and Facebook’s Pressure
on the Kennedy School Begins

38.As far back as 2019, Facebook leaders began reaching out to Dr. Donovan
because of her work in researching online misinformation and disinformation.
Amber Heffernen (“Ms. Heffernen”), who was then with Global Strategic
Initiatives at Facebook, asked Dr. Donovan to speak with Facebook employees
about online hate issues.43 Later in 2020, Ms. Heffernen invited Dr. Donovan to
come to Facebook’s headquarters and speak with employees as part of a
“fireside chat” about the proliferation of online hate. Throughout 2019-2020,
Nathaniel Gleicher, who is currently the Director and Head of Security Policy at
Meta, contacted Dr. Donovan and offered to provide Dr. Donovan with an
embargoed copy of the company’s transparency report on the condition that
she would comment to the press about it – ostensibly in a positive light.44

39. It became quite apparent to Dr. Donovan that Facebook was, not so subtly,
attempting to influence her work, particularly when they offered to create a
partnership and “fund” her research or offer to discuss data needs. Accordingly,
she declined the offers because of the inherent conflict of interest.45

45 Id.

44 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 9.

43 Correspondence from Amber Heffernan to Joan Donovan (dated Dec. 15, 2019)(In December 2019,
Ms. Heffernan sent an email to Dr. Donovan, requesting to meet the following January about
“...connecting more dots with the Shorenstein Center. One of my projects early next half is to start
shaping different models for successful academic/research partnerships…” ), a copy of which is included
at Exhibit “7”.

42 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 136.
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40.The conflict of interest inherent in accepting funds from social media platforms
was explicitly called out by a US Senator with respect to the US Congress’s
ongoing hurdles to passing platform accountability legislation. On November 7,
2023, during a hearing about Meta’s conduct, Senator Lindsey Graham echoed
Dr. Donovan’s concerns about Facebook corrupting independence and
neutrality through significant financial contributions. Senator Graham stated that
in order to ensure true independence, he called on fellow Senators and
members of Congress to return any money they received from Meta and their
subsidiaries:

So I’ve just asked my office to find out how much money I’ve received from
Facebook, Instagram, and other companies. I’m going to give it back. I think we
ought to all boycott the giving because if Senator Hawley is right, I think you are.
Their leverage here is just power over the political system. So I’m calling on
every member of Congress today, don’t take their money until they change.46

41.Because of TASC’s meaningful work and Dr. Donovan’s growing success in
bringing new philanthropic interest into the Shorenstein Center, in February 2020
Ms. Gibbs promoted her to Research Director for the entire Shorenstein Center.
This was a true honor and, objectively, a tangible accolade for her years of
success in restoring and raising the Shorenstein Center’s profile in a meaningful
way.47 At this point, Dr. Donovan and her team were doing relatively well and
gaining recognition and credibility throughout the field. Dean Elmendorf sent her
messages of praise expressing pride to have her at the Kennedy School.48

48 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 15 (Previously Dean Elmendorf’s communications with me were full of praise. For
example on August 8, 2019 he wrote in an email: “Hi Joan, I hope your summer has been going well –
and that you’ve had some time for relaxation alongside all the wonderful work you’ve been doing. I’m so
pleased to see the difference you’re making in the way that news is reported and information is
conveyed. I think you’re working at such a fascinating and crucial intersection of technical challenges
and human challenges, and I eagerly await your steps forward. I would be happy as a citizen for you to
be doing this work anywhere, but as the HKS dean, I am especially happy for you to be doing this work
with Nancy and others here. Thanks for that! Best, Doug”).

47 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 7; see Shorenstein Center-wide Announcement of Joan Donovan’s Promotion to
Research Director of Shorenstein Center from Nancy Gibbs, Director, Shorenstein Center on Media,
Politics and Policy (dated Mar. 24, 2020), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “8”.

46 Former Meta Executive Testifies on Social Media and Youth Mental Health, C-SPAN (Nov. 7, 2023),
https://www.c-span.org/video/?531650-1/meta-executive-testifies-social-media-youth-mental-health
(last accessed Nov. 16, 2023); Transcript: Senate Hearing on Social Media and Teen Mental Health with
Former Facebook Engineer Arturo Bejar, Tech Policy Press,(Nov. 7, 2023),
https://techpolicy.press/transcript-senate-hearing-on-social-media-and-teen-mental-health-with-former-
facebook-engineer-arturo-bejar/ (last accessed Nov. 16, 2023).
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42.However, everything changed dramatically after Ms. Haugen’s lawful disclosure
concerning Facebook’s activities was made public on September 13, 2021, and
Dr. Donovan came into lawful possession of what is commonly referred to as the
“Facebook Papers” or the “Facebook Files”, files that Ms. Haugen lawfully
disclosed to federal regulators and Congress.49

43.Ms. Haugen’s disclosure was a watershed moment for social media not only
within Meta (then-Facebook), but among the mainstream media, researchers,
advocacy groups, and policymakers globally. Given the issues that it touched
upon, be it teen mental health or global security, her disclosure was a top news
story for many weeks. In fact, Ms. Haugen and her testimony before the U.S.
Senate made the evening news for many nights straight.

44.On September 10, 2021, just three days prior to the public reporting on Ms.
Haugen’s disclosure, Dr. Donovan was invited to speak before the Kennedy
School’s “Dean’s Council” which she accepted as an honor.50 The Dean’s
Council is composed of members that “...provide financial support and practical
advice that allow the School to advance positive change…”51 Given the timing of
her speaking engagement, Ms. Haugen’s disclosure was the top discussion
point. The Facebook Files were leading the news cycle for more than a month by
the time of that fateful Dean’s Council meeting.

45.On October 29, 2021, Dr. Donovan spoke before the Dean’s Council as planned.
Ms. Gibbs acted as the host and interviewed Dr. Donovan about media
manipulation, disinformation, journalism, and democracy. The event was
scheduled to last an hour and was split into two parts. The first 45 minutes were
devoted to Dr. Donovan discussing technology and disinformation impact on
democracy with Ms. Gibbs, while the last 15 minutes were devoted to audience
questions. Ms. Gibbs opened with questions about the Facebook Files. At that
moment, Dr. Donovan was one of the only researchers in the world who had
access to the documents – a fact she stated during this event. Moreover, Dr.
Donovan noted that these documents are the “most important documents in

51 “Dean's Council.” Harvard Kennedy School,
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/more/about/transparent-engagement-and-funding/advisory-councils/dean
s-council (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

50 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 11.

49 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 25; See Jeff Horwitz, “Facebook Says Its Rules Apply to All. Company Documents
Reveal a Secret Elite That’s Exempt.,” The Wall Street Journal, Sept. 13, 2021,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-files-xcheck-zuckerberg-elite-rules-11631541353 (Last
accessed Oct. 20, 2023).
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internet history.”52 During the talk, she raised the same concerns about
Facebook’s impact on democracy that were then being discussed in the
mainstream press by Dr. Donovan and others;53 her comments and concerns
were not in any way out of the ordinary.54

46.While the discussion started off professionally, one audience member became
increasingly and visibly agitated. Dr. Donovan describes what happened, writing:

As Ms. Gibbs was interviewing me, one member of the Dean’s Council, Elliot
Schrage, the Former Head of Communication for Facebook[55] and, from my
experience, he is known in the misinformation research community as
Facebook’s "fixer" within academia, became increasingly and visibly agitated.
During the interview portion of the meeting, Mr. Schrage was rocking in his chair
in a visibly agitated manner and raised his hand several times attempting to
interject during the discussion. Throughout the audience questions portion of
the event, Mr. Schrage monopolized the discussion by accusing me that my
reading of the documents was inaccurate and that he disagreed with all prior
discussion about Facebook. I tried to answer Mr. Schrage’s allegations, but
he kept speaking out angrily. Eventually, [REDACTED], a member of the
Dean’s Council who introduced the session, had to intervene. Mr. Schrage’s
conduct was so overwhelming and disruptive that [REDACTED] was forced
to raise her voice in an attempt to try and calm Mr. Schrage. It was tense,
awkward, and embarrassing for everyone involved.56

47.Following the Dean’s Council event, the member of the Dean’s Council who
intervened to calm Mr. Schrage – also, a major financial supporter of Dr.
Donovan’s work – contacted Dr. Donovan both by email and text message and
asked if she was okay following Mr. Schrage’s visceral reaction to Dr. Donovan’s

56 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 13 (emphasis supplied); NOTE: based on information and belief, the Dean’s
Council meeting was recorded, a copy of which is presumably maintained by the Kennedy School.

55 Kurt Wagner, “Facebook’s Policy Chief Quit Last Year. He Still Hasn’t Left.”, Bloomberg, (Sept. 17,
2019),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-17/facebook-s-policy-chief-quit-last-year-he-still-ha
sn-t-left, (Last accessed Nov. 20, 2023).

54 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 12.

53 Approximately a week before the Dean’s Council meeting, dozens of articles were published
discussing Ms. Haugen’s disclosures. “Broken Code”, Jeff Horwitz 298 (2023).

52 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 12.
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presentation, which shocked and horrified many there. The Dean’s Council
member wrote:57

48.Dr. Donovan was so concerned about Mr. Schrage’s conduct that she texted
Ms. Gibbs.58

58 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 14; Screenshot of text correspondence between Nancy Gibbs and Joan Donovan
(dated Oct. 29, 2021), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “10”. Ms. Gibb’s messages are aligned left,
Dr. Donovan’s messages are aligned right.

57 Text message from the Dean’s Council member to Dr. Donovan (Nov. 1, 2021), See Email
correspondence from the Dean’s Council member to Joan Donovan, NOV 1 2021 - You are my Super
Hero :)!!!, (Nov. 1, 2021, 6:55 p.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “9”.
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49.On November 8, 2021, Dr. Donovan received an email from Dean Elmendorf in
which he opened by referencing the Dean’s Council discussion from the week
prior. He asked to schedule a time to meet with Dr. Donovan and others,
including other deans, to discuss her research. When Dean Elmendorf had
previously communicated with Dr. Donovan, he would ask about her research, in
general. However, here the dean was laser focused. He specifically noted that
he was not as interested to learn about her overarching research, but rather
specific questions arising from the Dean’s Council meeting.59 Dean Elmendorf
wrote:

● How you define and measure the problem of misinformation that shows
how the current situation is different from (or similar to) misinformation in earlier
eras?

● How you define the problem of misinformation for both analysis and
possible responses (algorithm-adjusting or policy-making) when there is no

59 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 15.
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independent arbiter of truth (in this country or others) and Constitutional
protections of speech (in some countries)? I don’t mean the mechanics, but the
principles; for example, how could one decide when objections against vaccines
are okay or not okay, when rejection of human-caused climate change is okay or
not okay, etc.

● How the research you’re conducting provides a basis for comments
you’re making about current events. I understand why Nancy started with the
news about Facebook, but someone pointed out to me that very little that has
appeared in the Misinformation Review seems to be about Facebook, which
makes me wonder how the current state of research on misinformation does (or
doesn’t) overlap with interest on the outreach side.60

50.Over the years Dr. Donovan has seen how Meta/Facebook exerts its influence
over the field of research, particularly within the media landscape at large.61

Thus, based on her knowledge, experience, and familiarity with the company,
and because she possessed the Facebook documents, Dr. Donovan believed
someone from Meta/Facebook was influencing the Dean. She concluded this
because the very rebuttal points Meta/Facebook uses to protect its
interests against oversight and regulation were reflected in Dean
Elmendorf’s email. Dr. Donovan writes:

When I read this email from Dean Elmendorf, it was obvious to me that
Facebook, either directly or through intermediaries, was communicating with
him about my research. It became apparent very quickly that Dean Elmendorf
was being told Facebook’s position on my team’s research and my interviews
in the media concerning Facebook. I thought the agitation demonstrated by
Mr. Schrage based on the confluence of my disinformation research, my
receipt of the entire contents of Frances Haugen’s cache of internal
Facebook documents, and my view of the significance of these documents
was likely shared by Meta leadership and former leadership who were
close to the Dean. What struck me as particularly notable was his use of
the phrase “arbiters of truth”. This phrase had become a meme among

61 Dr. Donovan has long been studying and writing about the role of Facebook in the information
ecosystem; See Joan Donovan, “Extremists Understand What Tech Platforms Have Built,” The Atlantic,
Mar. 17, 2019,
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/03/extremists-understand-what-tech-platforms-have-b
uilt/585136/ (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

60 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 15 (emphasis supplied); see Email correspondence from Doug Elmendorf to Joan
Donovan and Nancy Gibbs, Re: misinformation, (Nov. 8, 2021, 7:23 a.m.), a copy of which is included at
Exhibit “11”.
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misinformation researchers because Facebook public relations reiterated it
so often. Moreover, at that time Facebook was also pushing the idea that
the words "misinformation" and "disinformation" were too ill defined to be
enforced – so his questions matched Facebook’s public narrative. For
example, Facebook advocated using the phrase "real-world harm" in place
of the word "incitement" in an attempt to redefine and reset the dialogue
and the research around social media impact more broadly – distancing
themselves from any responsibility for the consequences of their
decisions.62

…

I was also wary of Mr. Schrage because of media reports and discussions
amongst colleagues that worked closely with Mr. Schrage on the Social Science
One project for using media manipulation as part of his job.63 For example in
2018, CNBC reported that Mr. Schrage tasked a politically-affiliated public
relations firm to push negative narratives about Facebook's competitors, namely
Apple and Google.64 After Dean Elmendorf’s email on November 8, 2021, I
believed Mr. Schrage, and likely others, were using the same approach against
me and my team. Further, I had been warned by other faculty at Harvard and
other universities that Mr. Schrage and Sheryl Sandberg, former COO of
Facebook, were particularly strategic when influencing academia, the media,
and their powerful peers.65

51.Mr. Schrage is far from the only individual with direct ties to Dean Elmendorf
with the capability of exerting influence. In 2021, Sheryl Sandberg (“Ms.

65 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 18; Dr. Donovan responded to Dean Elmendorf’s email in detail, a copy of which is
included at Exhibit “11”.

64 Saheli Roy Choudhury, “Facebook’s outgoing communications head reportedly takes the blame for
hiring controversial PR firm,” CNBC, (Nov. 21, 2018),
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/11/21/facebook-elliot-schrage-takes-the-blame-for-hiring-definers-pr-firm.
html (Last accessed Oct. 19, 2023).

63 Craig Silverman, “Exclusive: Funders Have Given Facebook A Deadline To Share Data With
Researchers Or They’re Pulling Out,” Buzzfeed News (Aug. 27, 2019),
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/funders-are-ready-to-pull-out-of-facebooks-acad
emic-data (Last accessed Oct. 19, 2023).

62 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 16 (emphasis supplied); Elmendorf to Donovan and Gibbs, included at Exhibit
“11”, at 1-2; Tom McCarthy, “Zuckerberg says Facebook won’t be ‘arbiters of truth’ after Trump threat”,
The Guardian, (May 28, 2020),
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/may/28/zuckerberg-facebook-police-online-speech-tru
mp (Last accessed Oct. 19, 2023).
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Sandberg”) was the Chief Operating Officer of Facebook. Over twenty five years
prior in 1991, she attended Harvard University and Dean Elmendorf was her
undergraduate advisor and the faculty advisor of the “women in economics”
club she founded. While that decades-long connection in and of itself is not
indicative of strong ties, Dr. Latanya Sweeney (“Dr. Sweeney”), Dr. Donovan’s
colleague, told Dr. Donovan about how close the two continue to be, and even
expressed her concern about the strength of that connection. Dr. Donovan
writes:

Moreover, faculty colleagues at Harvard also informed me that Mr. Schrage and
Sheryl Sandberg, former COO of Facebook, both had close personal
relationships with Dean Elmendorf as donors and alumni. Notably, I was aware
that Dean Elmendorf was Sheryl Sandberg’s undergraduate advisor in 199166

and continues to maintain a close relationship with her.67

. . . Dr. Sweeney once told me that she had attended a dinner at Ms.
Sandberg’s home along with Dean Elmendorf, just prior to the start of the
pandemic. She was so struck by the closeness of their decades-long friendship
that she confided in me her own concerns about Dean Elmendorf’s close,
personal relationship with Ms. Sandberg and the potential conflict of
interest with the work we were doing. Dean Elmendorf would go on to
attend Sheryl Sandberg’s wedding on August 20, 2022 in Wyoming, where
he was photographed by People Magazine.68

52.News of Dean Elmendorf attending Ms. Sandberg’s wedding is an
incontrovertible fact. On August 22, 2022, People Magazine published a
photograph of Ms. Sandberg’s wedding, as seen here:69

69 Charlotte Triggs and Maria Pasquini, See All of the Photos from Sheryl Sandberg’s Dreamy Weekend
Wedding to Tom Bernthal, People Magazine, (Aug. 22, 2022),
https://people.com/human-interest/all-the-photos-from-sheryl-sandberg-weekend-wedding-to-tom-bern
thal (Last accessed Oct. 11, 2023).

68 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 21 (emphasis supplied).

67 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 20; Robert F. Worley, “Leaning In from Harvard Yard to Facebook: Sheryl K.
Sandberg ‘91”, The Harvard Crimson, (May 24, 2016),
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2016/5/24/Sheryl-Sandberg-profile/ (Last accessed Oct. 19, 2023).

66 Brandon J. Dixon, “Leaning In from Harvard Yard to Facebook: Sheryl K. Sandberg ’91”, The Harvard
Crimson, (May 24, 2016), https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2016/5/24/Sheryl-Sandberg-profile/ (Last
accessed Oct. 29, 2023).
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53.Dean Elmendorf is circled in the above image, underscoring their particularly
close, personal relationship. Just four days after this picture was taken, on
August 24, 2022, Dean Elmendorf informed Dr. Donovan that he was
shutting down her research team and would not honor her employment
contract.70

54.A senior Facebook executive was given permission to audit Dr. Donovan’s
course in September 2020. Dr. Donovan has come to the conclusion that based
on his behavior, that individual was also there to monitor her class on
Facebook’s behalf. This concern was not unwarranted. Dr. Donovan describes
the tactics that Facebook, and the Head of Public Policy, Canada, specifically,
has used to try and manipulate independent research. She describes not only
how the company expects universities and researchers to treat them well when
their dollars are used to finance research, but also how the company unleashes
attacks in retaliation when those researchers are critical of Meta. Dr. Donovan
writes:

70 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 21.
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. . . I was well aware that Facebook had a history of offering financial support to
researchers that came with expectations, examples include Dr. Hany Farid from
University of California Berkeley and Dr. Taylor Owen from McGill University. Dr.
Farid told me that he had to return over a million dollars to Facebook after
he was contacted by a Meta executive following some critical, but honest,
comments made by Dr. Farid to the media. Dr. Owen, a professor of public
policy and researcher of disinformation had a different but equally
uncomfortable experience, where Kevin Chan, a prominent Facebook
executive in Canada was appointed as an advisory board member of the
Max Bell School of Public Policy at McGill University. Mr. Chan took it upon
himself to use an advisory board meeting to disparage Dr. Owen and his
research as it pertained to Facebook. Mr. Chan, then, requested that the
school "fact-check" their tweets about Owen’s research and not to
promote his research from their own Twitter account. It was clear that what
Mr. Chan found objectionable was not factual errors, but rather the divergence
of Dr. Owen’s research findings and Facebook’s public narratives. Mr. Chan also
offered funding for a journalism program at McGill, but the funding was turned
down after Dr. Owens intervened to explain that Meta funding journalism
programs presented a conflict of interest.71

55.Meta has a history of bullying not just individuals, but foreign governments, to
bend to their will. For example: in 2021 Facebook executed what is colloquially
known as the “Australia Takedown,” where the company prevented Australian
news from being shared on the platform ahead of a nationwide vaccine rollout
and in the midst of the bushfire season. Facebook took this action to force the
Australian Parliament to stop pending legislation that the company viewed as
threatening its business model.72 In fact, internal company documents reveal
that Mr. Zuckerberg, Ms. Sandberg, and Campbell Brown, then-Facebook’s
head of partnership, viewed the strong-arm approach as successful. Mr.
Zuckerberg congratulated colleagues, writing:

This is something we’d been preparing for, but the last couple of weeks were
intense . . . We were able to execute quickly and take a principled approach for

72 Keach Hagey, et al., “Facebook Deliberately Caused Havoc in Australia to Influence New Law,
Whistleblowers Say,” The Wall Street Journal, May 5, 2022,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-deliberately-caused-havoc-in-australia-to-influence-new-law-wh
istleblowers-say-11651768302 (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

71 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 10 (emphasis supplied).
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our community around the world, while achieving what might be the best
possible outcome in Australia.73

56.Ms. Sandberg wrote her colleagues:

We landed exactly where we wanted to . . .74

57.Ms. Brown, who according to The Wall Street Journal pressed for the company’s
aggressive stance, sent a congratulatory email to her team only minutes
after the Australian Senate voted to approve the “watered-down bill.”75 She
wrote:

The thoughtfulness of the strategy, precision of execution, and ability to stay
nimble as things evolved sets a new high-standard.76

58. In using strong-arm tactics against the Australian government, Facebook got
what it wanted – special concessions. Furthermore, because this hard-line
approach worked, they repeated this tactic with the Canadian government later
in 2023 where, per The New York Times, “A Canadian law that will require tech
companies to compensate domestic publishers has led Meta to start blocking
news articles on its social networks”.77 Accordingly, it would not be difficult for
Facebook to effectively engage in a full-court press of Dean Elmendorf, the
Kennedy School, and even Harvard University more broadly, to minimize any
research that may, in Facebook’s view, harm their interests. Moreover, they are
certainly not above using both a carrot and stick approach simultaneously,
which is effectively the tactic they employed in this case.

77 Vjosa Isai, “Missing From Your Facebook News Feed: Canadian News,” The New York Times, Aug. 3,
2023, https://www.nytimes.com/2023/08/03/world/canada/meta-facebook-news-feed-removed.html
(last accessed Nov. 16, 2023).

76 Id. (emphasis supplied).

75 Id.

74 Keach Hagey, et al., “Facebook Deliberately Caused Havoc in Australia to Influence New Law,
Whistleblowers Say,” The Wall Street Journal, May 5, 2022,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-deliberately-caused-havoc-in-australia-to-influence-new-law-wh
istleblowers-say-11651768302 (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023)(emphasis supplied).

73 Josh Taylor, “Deliberate ploy: whistleblowers reveal why Facebook's Australia news ban included
non-news sites,” The Guardian, May 28, 2022,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/may/29/deliberate-ploy-whistleblowers-reveal-why-face
books-australia-news-ban-included-non-news-sites (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023)(emphasis supplied).
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59.By this time, Dr. Donovan not only had access to the Facebook Files, but she
was working with Dr. Sweeney and Ms. Manley, the Executive Director of
Shorenstein Center, to record and publish the documents for the public project
that became known as the FB Archive.78 As the team prepared for a meeting
with Kennedy School leadership, Dr. Donovan wrote an email to Dr. Sweeney,
Ms. Manley, and others alerting them to Dean Elmendorf’s email, writing:

Just a heads up, Nancy I got an email this morning from the Dean asking very
specific questions about Facebook and how the research at TASC is conducted.
At the deans council meeting Elliot Schrage was very angry with me and
now the Dean wonders how we can assess misinformation when no one is
“an arbiter of truth.” So, they did go to the Dean after that council meeting.
This is really going to bring the heat.79

60.Given the anticipated difficulties with Meta/Facebook, the known sensitivity
Dean Elmendorf had to any work related to Meta/Facebook, and Harvard
establishing the Facebook Archive, both Ms. Manley and Dr. Sweeney
suggested taking Dr. Donovan’s name off the public communications on the
project so as not to agitate Dean Elmendorf. In response to Dr. Donovan’s email,
Dr. Sweeney addressed this in writing, in pertinent part:

Let’s remove the explicit listing of TASC, minimally, or of all three groups,
when the website updates later today. No reason to put a target on the
project that allows FB to claim bias before we even do anything. Otherwise,
we have to deal with their discrediting campaign before we can even launch. We
can still include logos for the Tech Lab and the Data Privacy Lab. Doing so may
reduce the heat. Just throwing this out as a possibility.80

61.Despite this warning, Dr. Donovan still believed that because academic freedom
is part and parcel to conducting meaningful research within Harvard University,
as stated in the University-Wide Statement on Rights and Responsibilities, TASC

80 Email correspondence from Laura Manley to Latanya Sweeney, Joan Donovan, [NAME REDACTED],
and Nancy Gibbs, Re: fbarchive.org, (Nov. 8, 2021, 8:35 a.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit
“12”; Donovan Decl. at ¶ 24 (emphasis supplied).

79 Email correspondence from Laura Manley to Latanya Sweeney, Joan Donovan, [NAME REDACTED],
and Nancy Gibbs, Re: fbarchive.org, (Nov. 8, 2021, 8:35 a.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit
“12”; Donovan Decl. at ¶ 23 (emphasis supplied).

78 See Technology and Social Change Project, et. al. fbarchive.org, https://fbarchive.org/, (Last accessed
Oct. 4, 2023).
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should not suffer any consequences.81 Unfortunately, that would not be the
case.

The Campaign to Shut Down TASC and Minimize Dr. Donovan

62. In January 2022, Dr. Donovan attended a meeting with Kennedy School
leadership to discuss the questions raised by Dean Elmendorf in his November
email. The meeting was delayed as Dr. Donovan was ill with COVID-19. The
meeting included, among others, Dean Elmendorf, Dr. Sweeney, Ms. Manley,
and Ms. Gibbs. Dean Elmendorf wanted to know more about how Dr. Donovan
and her team conduct their research. Dr. Donovan attempted to explain their
research and methods using case studies published on mediamanipulation.org,
but Dean Elmendorf repeatedly interrupted her answers asking for less detail. Dr.
Donovan tried to explain to him that given the nature of misinformation and
disinformation, discussing case studies is the best way to articulate the
methodologies and findings of TASC’s research, but to Dr. Donovan, it seemed
like Dean Elmendorf was “digging in an effort to poke holes in the work.”82 After
the meeting, Dean Elmendorf provided feedback to Dr. Sweeney – rather than to
Dr. Donovan. Dr. Sweeney told Dr. Donovan to enhance the methodology
section of the “Casebook methods webpage.” Dr. Donovan made those
adjustments and Dr. Sweeney passed this information on to the Dean.83 There
was no further follow up.

63.Dr. Donovan began feeling “alarmed” because things began to change in a very
real way beginning with the November 8th email from the Dean. After the
holidays beginning in January 2022, the Kennedy School starved TASC of
personnel, and the grants management process ground to a halt.84 In late June
2022, she learned about a grant of $5 million from [redacted as “Donor G”], a
champion of her work. Donor G told Dr. Donovan that she was proud to be
supporting Dr. Donovan’s research at the Shorenstein Center and invited Dr.
Donovan to New York City for dinner. Donor G underscored how “excited” she
was about funding Dr. Donovan’s research about misinformation, an issue that
Donor G believes is critical for democracy and national security.

84 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 34.

83 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 33; Email correspondence from Latanya Sweeney to Joan Donovan and Nancy
Gibbs, Way forward with Doug, (Jan. 20, 2022, 2:10 p.m.), a copy of which is included at “Exhibit 13”.

82 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 32.

81 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 27.
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64.Surprised to hear about this substantial gift, Dr. Donovan reached out to Ms.
Manley and Ms. Gibbs and scheduled a Zoom meeting to discuss the news. The
tone of the conversation was a marked shift from her prior interactions with
them, and Dr. Donovan describes what happened during the Zoom meeting,
writing:

. . . Ms. Gibbs became very angry with me and asked me if I thought I deserved
this money after all the center has done for me. She accused me of having
"raised a center in the middle of Shorenstein." I pointed out that I was trying to
gain clarity on this specific gift. She then alleged that I had misrepresented my
research to funders because I had solicited funding for the same project across
multiple foundations. I was shocked by her accusations and seeming lack of
awareness that coalition-style funding is preferred by many foundations –
particularly for significant research projects. I explained that the funders
understand that they are contributing to a large research project called
"Casebook", and that all the funders names are listed on the website. In fact, it
was the foundations themselves who encouraged me to seek funding in this
collaborative way. I reiterated that I was seeking transparency on this particular
gift as it was relevant to the fundraising I do for my team.85

65.On August 24, 2022, Dr. Donovan was summoned to a one-on-one meeting with
Dean Elmendorf. During this 45-minute meeting, Dean Elmendorf laid out his
affirmative steps to shut down TASC and Dr. Donovan’s work. Tellingly, Dean
Elmendorf told Dr. Donovan that had her team been “smaller” and the impact of
her work less significant, he could “ignore” her. Dr. Donovan writes:

. . . [Dean Elmendorf] informed me that at his direction and supported by Nancy
Gibbs and Laura Manley, the Kennedy School will be "winding down TASC". He
told me in no uncertain terms that if my team were smaller, he could "ignore" us.
However, he continued, because I had become "too prominent", he had to
"wind it down". He said he was not going to approve any expenditure or hire
that "increased my public profile." He stipulated that I could (a) not start any new
projects, (b) hire new people unless I lost people from my team, and (c) that I
could no longer fundraise. As a direct result of these restrictions, I was not going
to be able to raise any funding for the FB Archive, hire new staff to conduct
research within the archive, or conduct workshops to teach others how to
navigate the archive.

85 Donovan Dec. at ¶ 66.
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He said there was an HKS policy in the faculty handbook that said "only tenured
faculty can run projects." It was common knowledge at Harvard and at many
other Universities that this rule could be waived by the Dean – and in fact in
numerous prior fully executed grant agreements, I was clearly named as the
director of the projects proposed. He informed me that he would support me
transitioning to another position outside the university, but he specifically stated
that he would "not entertain the notion of giving the funding back to [the first
name of Donor E’s Principal] " (emphasis added). At that time, I had
approximately $3.1 million dollars in gift funding from [Donor E] in an account
operated by Harvard. Dean Elmendorf told me that if I left Harvard, an action he
supported, [Donor E’s] gift funding would remain at HKS because it was the
property of the presidents and fellows of Harvard.

. . .

I asked Dean Elmendorf what had changed in my relationship with HKS. I said I
was hired as project director and had up to that point been freely allowed to
operate managing my projects with Dr. Latanya Sweeney as my co-principal
investigator (a designation that allows for the management of grants.). As I sat at
his table sobbing, he briefly deviated from his script to explicitly say in a
patronizing manner, "I want you to know that you do not have academic
freedom." I asked, "what was that supposed to mean?" He replied, "I want to
remind you that you’re staff here."

At that moment, I recalled the prior sequence of events beginning with the
Dean’s Council meeting when Elliot Schrage became enraged over my
statements and possession of the Facebook Files. The email from the Dean
shortly thereafter where he questioned my methodology for the first time,
specifically focused on Facebook, the announcement of Harvard’s largest gift
ever from the Chan-Zuckerberg Foundation, which must have been months in
the works, the consistent concerns by my colleagues to frame anything that may
upset Facebook in ways that could appease the Dean and my colleague’s
surprise and concern upon discovering how very close a relationship the Dean
maintained with Sheryl Sandberg. I realized he must mean that he would no
longer allow me to do any work given the possibility my work could upset
Facebook. Dean Elmendorf would starve my team of staff, funding and
bureaucratic approvals to control what we could do at HKS and if Facebook
decided to sue over the FB Archive project that Dean Elmendorf was not going
to protect me in any way – least of all any academic freedom I thought I had at
HKS. At that moment, I was intimidated into submission and I was afraid for my
team, my career and my family since the Dean was clear that he would not
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hesitate to use any avenue he could to control and silence me and the entire
TASC team.

. . .

I did ask him if Ms. Gibbs and Ms. Manley knew about this decision, to which he
replied they supported this decision. I told him that I hoped to move my team to
another center, outside of HKS, so that I could continue working with my team
and using my funding. He asked which centers, and in complete candor, I told
him I was already in conversations with the Berkman Klein Center at Harvard
Law School and Latanya Sweeney had mentioned moving TASC to her Data
Privacy lab in the Institute for Quantitative Social Sciences (IQSS).

I tried to stress to Dean Elmendorf that my mission was the same as that
presented publicly by Harvard University: "to share the light with the world."
When he took aim at diminishing my public reputation, he was really preventing
public access to TASC research and obstructing the fundamental academic right
to inquiry.

What I found particularly threatening and resolute of the Dean’s intentions was
that he concluded the meeting by saying, “If anyone can come back from this,
my bet is Joan Donovan.” To me, that underscored the gravity of the action
they were taking against me.86

66.Despite being told that she would have to wind down TASC by June 2024, Dr.
Donovan anticipated retaliatory actions in an effort to stifle TASC’s research and
to make her more ignorable. She contacted Human Resource officials to learn
about her rights and explored whether it would be feasible to move TASC out of
the Shorenstein Center and to another center at Harvard.87 Dr. Donovan describe
her efforts, writing:

Throughout the fall of 2022 I had numerous meetings with staff and faculty
associated with BKC. In one meeting in October 2022 with Mr. Zittrain, we
devised a plan to have a BKC affiliated faculty member and tenured
anthropology professor, [Name Redacted], serve as PI on TASC, and move the
management of the team and resources into BKC. I worked diligently throughout
the fall to make this work, including six meetings with the collaborating
Professor. The idea to move to BKC was stopped following a Crimson article on

87 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 119.

86 Donovan Decl. at ¶¶ 100-101, 104 - 105, 107-109 (emphasis supplied).
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February 2, 2023 with the headline, "Harvard Misinformation Expert Joan
Donovan Forced to Leave by Kennedy School Dean, Sources Say."88 Ms.
Hendrickson, the Executive Director of the Berkman Klein Center for
Internet and Society, told me on a Zoom call that given how relatively new
she was that she did not have the "political capital" to bring on someone
that Dean Elmendorf had "targeted."89

67.Moreover, Dr. Donovan learned that Dean Elmendorf contacted the Berkman
Klein Center’s faculty director and told him that Dr. Donovan had “bragged”
about moving to the Berkman Klein Center – which was patently false, meaning
that such a statement by Dean Elmendorf was made solely to improperly
influence a third party. Dr. Donovan describes this writing:

Following the August 24th meeting with Dean Elmendorf, I spent time trying to
find a new place within Harvard University where TASC can continue at either
the Berkman Klein Center or the Institute for Quantitative Social Science. For
context, back in July 2022, I met with the Berkman Klein Center’s relatively new
director, Sue Hendrickson, and we discussed the challenges I had with the
Kennedy School. During that meeting, she told me that she would support
having TASC move to the Berkman Klein Center. During a meeting with
Jonathan Zittrain in October 2022, I subsequently learned that Dean Elmendorf
reached out to Jonathan Zittrain, the Faculty Director of BKC and Dean John
Manning, the Dean of the Harvard Law School, and this stalled the progression
of TASC moving to BKC. Mr. Zittrain said that Dean Elmendorf said I "bragged"
to him that I was "leaving for BKC." Never did I display such a flippant attitude
towards Dean Elmendorf. From this, I realized that Dean Elmendorf was
sabotaging my efforts to stay at Harvard and deliberately alienating me from
colleagues.90

68.On August 25, 2022, which was the day after the meeting with Dean Elmendorf,
where he told Dr. Donovan that her time at the Kennedy School was coming to a
close, Dr. Donovan received notes memorializing a FB Archive meeting from
earlier that day, which she was unable to attend. Present at the meeting were Dr.
Sweeney and Ms. Manley, among others. The notes reflect a discussion among

90 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 132.

89 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 138 (emphasis supplied).

88 Miles J. Herszenhorn,”Harvard Misinformation Expert Joan Donovan Forced to Leave by Kennedy
School Dean, Sources Say”, The Harvard Crimson, (Feb. 2, 2023),
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2023/2/2/donovan-forced-leave-hks/ (Last accessed on Oct. 19,
2023).
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the team members whether and how to provide Facebook with an overview of
the archive and the contents and reflect, in pertinent part, the following:91

69.While it can be argued that it would not be completely unreasonable for the
University to try and manage Facebook’s expectations and reactions given the
significance of the project, what is absolutely concerning is that an attendee
explicitly referenced the concern that Dean Elmendorf would have his “feathers
ruffled” by Mr. Schrage. Accordingly, this is not about managing Facebook’s
expectations; it’s about managing Dean Elmendorf’s reaction and his protective
stance with regards to Facebook/Meta.

70.Based upon Mr. Schrage’s conduct at the Dean’s Council meeting and the
above meeting notes, it is clear that Mr. Schrage was not only capable of
exerting significant pressure on Dean Elmendorf, he was likely part of a full-court
press by Facebook to pressure the Kennedy School to bend to their desires. If
such increased pressure is the stick to force Kennedy School leadership in line
with Facebook’s interests, the carrot would come weeks later in the form of a
half-billion-dollar financial commitment by the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative.

The Facebook Archive

71.Shortly after Ms. Haugen’s disclosures and after Dr. Donovan lawfully obtained a
copy of all the primary internal documents comprising Ms. Haugen’s disclosure,
Dr. Donovan and her team began an effort to publish, in redacted form, copies
of the underlying documents in the public interest. This project came to be

91 Email correspondence to Latanya Sweeney, Laura Manley, Joan Donovan, et. al., FBarchive team
meetings notes - 8/25/2022, (Aug. 25, 2022, 10:33 a.m.), a copy of which is included at “Exhibit 14”.
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known as the “Facebook Archive” or “FB Archive” and Dr. Donovan was leading
the effort. In order to move things along, on October 16, 2021 Dr. Donovan
reached out to Dr. Sweeney, seeking to collaborate as a trusted partner. Dr.
Donovan describes this writing:

On October 16, 2021, I sent this email to Dr. Sweeney, my most trusted
colleague, about my plans to make an archive from the Facebook documents.

Subject: Fb whistleblower docs?

Hi Latanya, [REDACTED] has the FB whistleblower files (tens of thousands of
cell phone pictures of computer screens). Would you want to talk with me and
[REDACTED] about possibly making a searchable archive of these documents
for the public interest? [REDACTED] will be in town next week along with my
whole team and we would really appreciate any time you could spare to talk this
through and possibly have you host it.

I can be in touch with [REDACTED] about scheduling if this is something of
interest.

Hope you’re doing well! 92

72.Unfortunately, after the Dean’s Council meeting and Dean Elmendorf’s
admonitions, it became apparent to Dr. Donovan that Dr. Sweeney and others
were no longer in agreement on the goals and vision for the FB Archive. In fact,
by November 2022, Dr. Donovan came to realize that Dr. Sweeney was taking
the Facebook Archive on a different path from their agreed upon way forward.93

73.Prior to Dr. Donovan’s realization that at least two of her own trusted colleagues
were working against her, there were concerns along the way. For example: in
the Spring of 2022, the Facebook Archive project slowed to a crawl because of
concerns that anything that touched Facebook/Meta would face backlash from
Dean Elmendorf. Seemingly to try and work through the problem, Dr. Sweeney
and Ms. Manley were devising strategies to avoid upsetting Dean Elmendorf. Dr.
Donovan writes:

By Spring 2022, the FBArchive project had slowed to a crawl. Because it was
woven into the culture of HKS that anything that touched Facebook was likely to

93 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 36.

92 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 25; Email correspondence from Joan Donovan to Latanya Sweeney, Fb
whistleblower docs? (Oct. 16, 2023, 11:51 p.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “15”.
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face backlash from Dean Elmendorf. Dr. Sweeney and Ms. Manley were coming
up with strategies to avoid upsetting Dean Elmendorf. They drafted a letter that
they hoped Dean Elmendorf would send to Mr. Schrage and Ms. Sandberg. Dr.
Sweeney wrote to me and Ms. Manley on 04/12/2022:

Hi,

I think more of it as an short email to Doug that recommends a research
message to Eliot and Sheryl. Maybe I should send the message to keep it more
aligned with the research mission. I would write something like the following.
See what you and the others think…

Doug,

one of the groups that can benefit the most from making fbarchive public is
Facebook itself. The documents reveal several issues that Facebook struggles
with, and for which, the best solutions are not known. They are just open
questions. FBarchive provides a perfect opportunity to get a thousand great
minds to work on content moderation approaches and other difficult issues
Facebook faces. These issues lie at the intersection of technology design and
accompanying policy, and so fbarchive makes the environment ripe for research
and insight.

If you find it helpful, you might share the idea with Eliot or Sheryl that Facebook
may be the biggest benefactor. You might even go further and suggest that they
have researchers who work with us in some capacity after fbarchive launches.

--LS94

74.Dr. Donovan does not know if the above email was ever sent to Dean
Elmendorf.95

75.This is concerning. What was supposed to be an independent research project
to house the Facebook Files has morphed into both Dr. Sweeney and Ms.
Manley ostensibly helping Dean Elmendorf placate the very company Dr.
Donovan was researching. The Dean’s loyalty to Meta leadership and his
ongoing actions protecting affiliated funders’ interests created a very real

95 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 35.

94 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 35; Email correspondence from Latanya Sweeney to Joan Donovan and Laura
Manley, Note for Elliot + Sheryl, (Apr. 12, 2022, 5:08 p.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “16”.
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conflict of interest with his leadership of an institution doing research on that
very corporation.

76. In a February 2023 press release about the winding down of TASC96 Ms.
Gibbs, announced – without any discussion with Dr. Donovan – that Dr.
Donovan was cut out of the Facebook Archive project. Dr. Donovan emailed Ms.
Gibbs:

I saw in your press releases a claim that the tech lab will keep the fb archive, but
that was never discussed with me and Latanya. I am a partner on that
project despite how it was framed in the media. I don't think it's fair that
you told the media the project will continue without interruption as my
team plays a large role in the workshops once the tech platform is
finished.97

In March 2023, Ms. Gibbs informed Dr. Donovan by email that Harvard “owns”
all of the intellectual property that Dr. Donovan created while working at the
Shorenstein Center.98

77.Dr. Donovan forwarded the above email to Dr. Sweeney, who responded
writing:99

Hi Joan, The email exchange is painful to read, better yet, it is hard to imagine
your experience. I am very sorry that you are having these kinds of
communications. Take some time to take care of yourself. As you could expect, I
have had no conversations with anyone about those issues.

However, I did see that you mentioned FBarchive. I sent you a text message
earlier to let you know that we are near the end now (at last!). So, keep an eye
out for launch. I will send you messages.

99 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 38; Email correspondence from Joan Donovan to Nancy Gibbs, Doug Elmendorf,
et al., Re: Next Steps (Mar. 6, 2023, 4:04 p.m.) at p.1, a copy of which is included at Exhibit “17”.

98 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 37.

97 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 37; Email correspondence from Joan Donovan to Nancy Gibbs, Doug Elmendorf,
et al., Re: Next Steps (Mar. 2, 2023, 6:06 p.m.) at p. 4, a copy of which is included at Exhibit “17”
(emphasis supplied).

96 Miles J. Herszenhorn, ”Harvard Misinformation Expert Joan Donovan Forced to Leave by Kennedy
School Dean, Sources Say”, The Harvard Crimson, (Feb. 2, 2023),
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2023/2/2/donovan-forced-leave-hks/ (Last accessed on Oct. 19,
2023).
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We will compose a history page, as I have done with several of my projects to
enumerate contributions. Project history pages usually have entries at
milestones and record the people involved and the nature of their contributions.
The history page for FBarchive will of course memorialize the contributions
made by you and TASC. Examples: the datamap and vote flare.

I know the email exchange you shared can be distorting, especially read out of
context. But in terms of IP and FBarchive…

The technological IP (design, architecture, and implementation) in FBarchive
belongs to the Lab alone. No one can claim IP over the original content of
course, but the Lab also has IP in the redaction strategy used. Your team
contributed the citation reference used to identify each image and document,
and of course, you were part of the original concept. This is the kind of details
that we will document on the history page.

A while ago, the FBarchive Privacy and Safety Board had a discussion
about the scope of content and activities related to FBarchive. Here’s the
jest. Anyone can host workshops, write papers, make podcasts, or host
social media discussions about its contents. None of these have to be us,
or some of those may be us in our various Lab or Center roles but not
FBarchive itself.

Also, FBarchive will not publish summaries on the site itself (though we
have assembled topical and subject indices). As we near launch, the Board
will revisit, but I think these rules of engagement seem the simplest and
cleanest way to avoid Facebook and others believing we have some grip
with Facebook or some other agenda. I will keep you and your team
members in my prayers as you work through this period.

My hope is that you land somewhere great and do amazing work. Success
is the best response. —LS100

78.Lawrence Lessig (“Professor Lessig”) is a professor of law at Harvard University
Law and is the founder of Equal Citizens, a founding board member of Creative
Commons, and serves on the Scientific Board of AXA Research Fund. He
contacted Diane E. Lopez (“Ms. Lopez”), the university’s General Counsel, as a
faculty member raising a concern about the Kennedy School claiming that Dr.
Donovan does not have any intellectual property rights to her work. On August
28, 2023, he wrote:

100 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 38 (emphasis supplied).
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I am writing to follow up on a concern shared with me by Dr. Joan Donovan. As
Joan understands it, HKS has asserted ownership over her research and work
product, including the work of the Technology and Social Change Project
(TaSC). She fears that claim will interfere with her ability to make the work
available generally. As you are likely aware, Joan studies media manipulation,
with the goal of educating to reduce the disruption from disinformation. Her
work was funded through grants requiring that the research be publicly
accessible. For example (and these examples are not exhaustive), the [redacted
as “Donor H’] “require[d]” that TaSC “license non-software copyrightable work
product created with project grant funds under the most recent version of the
Creative Commons Attribution license (CC-BY).” Likewise, [Donor A] gave
$450,000 to TaSC, one-third to support the design of Joan’s Global Media
Manipulation casebook. In that agreement, Harvard committed, "Any
publications, studies, or research funded by this Grant shall be made available
to the public...” Likewise, an $800,000 grant from [Donor F] stipulated that
“...news articles, text, photographs, audiovisual materials, or similar content
developed using funds provided by the Foundation...” shall be “...available free
of charge to the public (such as via a public internet server with no subscription
fees)...” The [Donor F] grant does not expire until December. My understanding
is that there remains about $150,000 in this grant to publish the lectures and
educational materials from the program.

I told Joan that did not believe the University would contradict these
open-access obligations and that I would reach out to you informally to clarify
the issue. Can you confirm that research conducted under grants with open
access obligations remains publicly accessible, regardless of the continuing
relationship of the researcher to Harvard?101

79.On August 31, 2023, Ms. Lopez responded, writing:

First, I can confirm that Harvard owns the written work product of its staff
members, including. Dr. Donovan given her staff appointment. Harvard’s IP
Policy makes this clear-- that individuals who are staff (without faculty
appointments), like me for instance, do their work for the University as a
work-for-hire. Second, the fact that Harvard owns a work does not mean it will
not be made publicly available. In the case of the materials you reference
specifically, they will continue to be available in their archived version through a
Harvard website. Certainly, publications resulting from grants made to Harvard

101 Correspondence from Prof. Lessig to Ms. Lopez, Re: Public Availability of Grant Funded Research
(Aug. 28, 2023), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “18”.
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that require open access will continue to be available to the public in
accordance with the terms of those grants. As you know, Harvard generally is
committed to open access and each of its schools have adopted an open
access policy. See the one adopted by HKS:
https://osc.hul.harvard.edu/policies/hks/ The open access policy does not
directly apply to Dr. Donovan’s situation because it addresses works of
scholarship owned by Harvard faculty and a limited assignment of rights to the
University, rather than works by staff that the University owns ab initio, but I cite
it because it reflects the University’s general view that the useful information we
generate should be made readily available.

Lastly, availability and use are two different things. Works made readily available
are still subject to copyright and generally accepted attribution rules when used
by others. Your letter does not touch on this subject, but if it is relevant to Dr.
Donovan’s concerns, she should raise with the Shorenstein Center ( Prof. Nancy
Gibbs) any request to use works after her Harvard employment ends (save fair
use).102

80.Professor Lessig asked for clarification about the distinction between “staff” and
“faculty” and how those roles affect academic freedom, noting that it “does
strike me as critically compromising the academic integrity of a university [i]f a
slice of ‘faculty’ don’t have academic independence because ‘adjunct’ vs
something else.” Dr. Donovan is categorized by the Kennedy School’s human
resources department as both staff and faculty. Ms. Lopez responded writing:

When a member of the administration (staff) happens to teach a course, the
work they produce for teaching (syllabus, lecture notes, PowerPoint
presentations, exam questions) belong to that person. Work produced by that
same person when acting as an administrator/staff member, belongs to Harvard.
[REDACTED NAME] used to teach a course at the GSE. His work as Vice
President and General Counsel belongs to Harvard. His course materials for the
GSE class, in contrast, belong to him.103

81. In March 2023, without any forewarning, Dr. Donovan and her entire team were
removed from the FB Archive project website. She was not invited to any
discussions about any proposed changes and was never notified by Dr.

103 Email from Prof. Lessig to Ms. Lopez (Sept. 7, 2023, 4:47 p.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit
“18”.

102 Email from Ms. Lopez to Prof. Lessig (Aug. 31, 2033, 9:55 a.m), a copy of which is included at Exhibit
“18”.
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Sweeney, Ms. Manley, or Ms. Gibbs of the changes until she inquired with Dr.
Sweeney.104 On May 26, 2023, Dr. Sweeney contacted Dr. Donovan to let her
know that she – Dr. Sweeney – was launching the Facebook Archive and that
she wanted Dr. Donovan’s approval for the “history” page, which documents the
individuals who contributed to the project. In response, Dr. Donovan wrote the
following email documenting how the Kennedy School has all but removed Dr.
Donovan from the very project she started – with the documents that she,
herself, legally obtained.105

Hi Latanya,

I just noticed my team’s name/logo was removed from the FB archive
entirely. I’m also not able to sign into the platform and gain access to the
documents either.

Can you tell me when I and the TASC team were erased from the project’s
front page? I ask because you ultimately had to be the one to direct
someone to do it.

The internet archive has TASC still up there on March 5, 2023, so this turn was
very recent.

I don’t believe it is fair that I’m undergoing an immense pressure to leave the
school and having my credibility tore apart in the media, while also being
stripped of my name on the work I fought so hard for. Having my team's name
removed from the archive is incredibly upsetting to all of us, especially those
who took on this risk and lost. I don't know how to explain to them what
happened here. It’s gutting.

I am very grateful for all the work you put into it to carry it forward while I
was experiencing pressure and isolation from the Dean, Nancy, and Laura. I
don’t mean to put this all on you. I’m asking for some insight, not laying the
blame.

To be very clear, I don’t know who made the decision to remove me from
the meetings, minutes, and the website. Please tell me how that came
about.

105 Id.

104 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 42.
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In the fall of last year, I felt as if some decisions were happening under my radar.
For example, when [NAME REDACTED] was let go without speaking to me and it
was later communicated that it was simply because the project needed more
“tech help.”

Then, I stopped getting calendar updates or notes from [Redacted] and my
team was no longer included in correspondence. You and I had agreed that
some of those meetings were rather pointless and I trusted that I would be
brought back in when the launch was happening. I still work here even if no one
will interact with me.

I want you to know that absolutely NO ONE communicated to me that I was
being removed from the FB Archive, only that it would continue with the
tech lab when I left.

I also did not fully understand what you meant with TASC being deprecated to
an “about” page. I was confused by that initially because the “about” google
doc was somewhat out of line with what happened internally and historically, but
now I understand what purpose it serves.

To be clear, the early history is wrong in that document about the initial drop and
the chain of events. I'm sure someone has poured over this line by line legally,
but we must always come correct. Again, I don’t think this was done maliciously
on your part, but I do want to know who wrote this history.

Furthermore, no one has the right to erase my name from my research projects.
Whether Laura and Nancy like it or not, we agreed to a clear 3 way partnership
on this and we SHARED a vision for implementation, resources, and
engagement.

Isolating me and deleting my team's name/contribution as a founding partner
feels like retaliation. I need you to remember where we began this. Do you recall
what I wrote/ said on Nov 8th, 2021 when the Dean asked me on what basis am
I making public comments about Facebook, you and Laura asked if I wanted to
take my name off the project after?

I said that it was important to me to represent this work and see it through. We
also planned strategy for roll out with press that was more than simply
promoting the archive, but also creating public knowledge about its contents.
This plan now seems to be buried.
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I want to reiterate that I think it's a waste of public impact to tone down the
press engagement because we let down the same groups we aimed to serve
with this project in the first place.

I see there is also an intro to the platform for June 9th and I wonder why I had to
find out about that like every other participant? Why am I being treated this
way?

I hope you understand where I’m coming from, and that you know I do value you
as a colleague and friend. This is an awful way to find out that one's own
intellectual contribution can be relegated to the dustbin of history. Nancy and JZ
both told me that "at Harvard you eat what you kill." And unfortunately, this time
it's my spirit.

You know what this feels like so I don't have to describe it to you. Please tell me
how did this happen?

Best,

Joan106

82.Dr. Sweeney wrote back attempting to explain the situation, but in her writing it
is clear that Dr. Donovan was no longer intended to have any meaningful role in
the FB Archive project. When Dr. Sweeney writes below that “we are making
tons of changes constantly” and “as we move towards the public launch” the
“we” does not include Dr. Donovan.

These are two different issues. Let me explain. First, there are a few different
FBarchive websites operational at present as we shift from alpha to beta to the
public launch and we still have the curtain page too. I was waiting until the
History page went live on the beta website to contact you and all the others who
have worked with us to get us to this point in order to facilitate your access to
the beta website and discuss next steps, but before I did so, I wanted you to see
your names and contributions listed on the history page. I was expecting to
send the email to you and the others on Monday (when I return from vacation,
but I can see if I can get that to you this weekend or later today! It will describe
how to get onto the beta platform, etc.).

106 Email correspondence from Joan Donovan to Latanya Sweeney, Re: FBarchive history page and you!
(June 1, 2023, 10:30 p.m.) at p.7, a copy of which is included at Exhibit “19” (emphasis supplied).
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I suspect when you ask about TASC being removed from the FBarchive
website, you mean the curtain page (fbarchive.org). As we transition
towards public launch, we want to list the organizations active at that time
in the project. In short, the list of direct contributors is not a historical
attribution but a contemporary one. This is why the history page is so
important because it identifies how the project evolved and who was
involved and how at each stage of its journey. I will make sure TASC is
named explicitly in the history page as your prior email message identified.

We are making tons of changes constantly, so it is all a moving target. I think
the change to the curtain page involving the removal of TASC would have
occurred just after the beta launch when other updates had to be made. I am
not certain of the date but it was recent. I am not sure what orgs are listed on
the current version, but as we move towards the public launch, I would
expect New America, Shorenstein, and the Data Privacy Lab to be listed
because they are making direct contributions to the public version. Does that
make sense? Again, the listing there is not a historic one but a contemporary
one.

Joan, I certainly know and understand your pain, but all my projects have
followed this same attribution approach of using the history page to document
contributions in context and allowing the current version of the project to reflect
current activity. A good example is https://thedatamap.org. Also, I can definitely
assure you that none of this has anything to do with the issues you are having
with HKS. In fact, you can be assured that I will make sure you are properly and
fully attributed to the FBarchive project, which is why you are so prominently
identified by name for your contributions.

You are not being removed from FBarchive. Your important, critical and vital
contributions are captured on the History page, or at least that is my intention to
forever record that. In terms of moving forward, we need to figure out what you,
through TASC or other group, want to do in sponsorship and how to do what
you want to accomplish. We can talk about these details next week by phone or
in person if you want.

Joan, I have shared the history page with you. What do you consider incorrect?
What would you have it say? No one is removing you. But I thought we are
talking about TASC and its contribution?

Yes, these are plans we had originally. But things evolved over the year,
especially after some discussion with the Privacy and Safety Board months
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earlier. Commentary about the archive is being kept separate from the archive
itself, so this changes some of the mechanics of those original plans but does
not prohibit your vision or intended uses. And, you and I have been talking about
possible media options; nothing has been decided on media.

I am very sorry Joan because I think I am to blame for the confusion and
misunderstanding. I was just following the way I always do projects, but I think
the current setting for you gives it an unintended color.

Let’s talk!

P.S. The Tech Lab has been the overwhelming contributor to the project as we
approach $1M in people and resources spent and tasks include the platform’s
design and function. But the concept starts with Frances and you, which I tried
to accurately capture on the History page.107

83. In the end Ms. Gibbs, Dr. Sweeney, and Ms. Manley completely cut Dr. Donovan
off of her own project, both structurally and technologically. Dr. Sweeney’s
above email made it very clear: without discussion, she took over the Facebook
Archive project and removed Dr. Donovan and the TASC team in total.

84.Facebook/Meta succeeded in co-opting Harvard University and successfully
ousted one of the few academics adhering to the independence and neutrality
that must be part and parcel of any academic research. Furthermore, the impact
is real. It was not until on or before October 18, 2023, that the FB Archive
became accessible to the limited number of people who had credentials to do
so.

85.Moreover, in reviewing the FB Archive history page, Dr. Donovan’s and TASC’s
contributions are minimized and mischaracterized. The page specifically states:

The Public Interest Tech Lab received an anonymous drop of the internal
Facebook documents, which arrived as more than 2,000 PDF files that jointly
contained over 20,000 photographic screenshots. Dr. Joan Donovan immediately
recognized the valuable insight the documents provided to research on
mis/disinformation, the challenges inherent in moderating social media at a
global scale, and to public understanding of these phenomena. Seeing an
opportunity to use the files to start a dialogue aimed at creating a safer

107 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 43; Email correspondence from Latanya Sweeney to Joan Donovan, Re:
FBarchive history page and you! (June 2, 2023, 11:45 a.m.) at p.7, a copy of which is included at Exhibit
“19” (emphasis supplied).
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digital environment, Dr. Latanya Sweeney and the Public Interest Tech Lab
at Harvard University began the process of designing FBarchive, a
first-of-its-kind platform for the public release of whistleblower
documents.108

86.The above narrative is patently false. First and foremost, Harvard University did
not receive the documents through an anonymous drop. As established above,
it was Dr. Donovan who lawfully came into possession of the documents.
Second, it was not Dr. Sweeney and the Public Interest Tech Lab that began the
process to review and archive the documents. In fact, it was Dr. Donovan who
envisioned creating a “searchable archive” of the documents for the public
interest.109

87.To this day, the Kennedy School continues to mischaracterize and minimize Dr.
Donovan’s and the TASC team’s contributions to the project – a project that
would not have been possible without Dr. Donovan.

Persona Non Grata: Minimizing Dr. Donovan and Phasing out TASC

88.On September 15, 2022, Dr. Donovan had another meeting with Dean Elmendorf
to follow up on the August 24th meeting where he restated he was shutting
down TASC.110 Both Dr. Manley and Ms. Gibbs were present. During the
meeting, Dean Elmendorf again significantly changed and restricted Dr.
Donovan’s duties, making it impossible for Dr. Donovan to fulfill her grant
obligations. Dr. Donovan writes:

During this meeting Dean Elmendorf reiterated that I was prohibited from hiring
any new employees, unless they were to replace those who left, and that I and
TASC are prohibited from starting any new projects. I was also told I could not
fundraise for my research.

…

Dean Elmendorf also told me that the Kennedy School will now exercise its
ownership of my book, "Meme Wars". Even though some staff at Harvard had
published books without Harvard seeking to own the copyright, he stated there

110 Joan Donovan calendar event with Doug Elmendorf, Event: Accepted: 4:00 PM: Follow-up discussion
(Sept. 12, 2022, 4:16 p.m.), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “20”.

109 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 25.

108 “fbarchive.org,” fbarchive.org, https://fbarchive.org/history (Last accessed Nov. 27, 2023) (emphasis
supplied).
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was a policy that all staff’s research was owned by the University. I asked if this
policy applied to writing that was not part of the grants or gifts agreements and
was conducted entirely off campus and without university support. I also had a
separate contract for the book publication. He reiterated that the school owned
"all staff research."

. . .

. . . when I inquired specifically about the [Donor E] funding, Dean
Elmendorf said that he would "not entertain the notion" of returning any of
the unspent [Donor E] funds or engaging the provost on the matter. Given
this, Dean Elmendorf further reiterated that I was barred from engaging in any
further fundraising.

…

Dean Elmendorf also delivered the news that there would be no tenure track
position opening for information and democracy, which he told me about in the
August 24, 2022 meeting. While I was always skeptical that this job actually
existed, Ms. Gibbs appeared horrified to learn that it was not going forward. She
questioned what had happened, and Dean Elmendorf replied that increasing
inflation was to blame. I always believed that the job was conjured as a way to
quell any internal advocacy by Ms. Gibbs or Dr. Sweeney to retain my team. In
fact, Dr. Sweeney and I had discussed the position at length because Dean
Elmendorf had told her about it during a private meeting in August. However,
when Dean Elmendorf announced a different position at a faculty meeting in
early September, I noted to Dr. Sweeney that I had doubts it was going forward.

. . .

Even though I was barred from fundraising for my own work, Larry Bacow, then
President of Harvard, invited me to be a panelist for Harvard’s Global Advisory
Council held at the Kennedy School in October 2022. The invite was issued on
August 14, 2022, just ten days before Dean Elmendorf shut down my project. I
immediately accepted President Bacow’s invitation with excitement. I took the
invitation to be a great indication that Harvard University valued TASC’s research
and wanted to highlight it. I had feared being blackballed from university events
after the fallout from angering Elliot Schrage. When I met with Dean Elmendorf
on August 24, 2022, he forbade me from fundraising, but did not mention this
event set to happen in October 2022. I fully expected the President’s office to
cancel my participation, but it went forward.
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At this prestigious dinner, I was among 100 very influential people. [REDACTED]
a Professor of Government at the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and I were
interviewed by the multi-billionaire donor, [REDACTED]. All of the upper-level
deans and administrators from across Harvard were in attendance. I felt it
was hypocritical for me to be on the panel knowing that any funding raised
would not go to support my work. However, I was also wary of retribution
and did not want to give Dean Elmendorf any further basis to harm my
team, my work or my career knowing how closely he was monitoring me
and my team. At this event, I did not tell anyone what was happening to me
and the TASC team.

None of this is conducive to a sustainable working environment for producing
rigorous academic research. Moreover, the scrutiny over my project by the Dean
has caused gridlock among decision-makers within the school who did not
know how to enforce restrictions targeted only at me. Ms. Gibbs and Ms.
Manley both had remarked on several occasions that they did not know what I
could or could not do because the restrictions were so vague – and ever
evolving. Overall, Dean Elmendorf’s intent was to reduce the public profile
of me and my team, which he stated several times during our meetings. He
succeeded in this as I did not publish any white papers, new academic
research papers, or do much press after January 2023, as I did not want my
team to suffer in retaliation for my "public profile".111

89.What Dean Elmendorf was doing was a betrayal to the foundation of academic
research – and vindictive for causing discomfort in his relationship with Meta. He
punished Dr. Donovan for her commitment to research integrity and her courage
for standing up to a bully like Facebook. Instead of standing up to Facebook,
Dean Elmendorf kicked down. He created the conditions that would foster a
hostile workplace environment by effectively pitting the entire leadership of the
Kennedy School against a single person: Dr. Donovan.

At this meeting, I was scared and confused as the conditions I agreed to work
under had shifted dramatically. By my own calculations I had over $4.5 million in
research funding held at Harvard, which was set to languish if I could not
continue our research programs. After this meeting, I also feared retaliation from
senior administrators who may pass me over for opportunities to network within
the university. Moreover, I feared that my name would be poisoned within the
leadership of Harvard as I would be branded a difficult woman. What’s worse
though is that not only am I being harmed professionally by these new

111 Donovan Decl. at ¶¶ 121, 128, 130, 131, 139-141 (emphasis supplied).
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restrictions, it is impacting extremely talented junior scholars on the TASC
project.112

90.Moreover, Dean Elmendorf – consciously or unconsciously – targeted Dr.
Donovan’s employees by proxy. Creating job insecurity for her team members
ensured that Dr. Donovan would abide by the Dean’s restrictions. Dr. Donovan
writes:

Since these meetings, my team has lost nine full-time employees. I was only
allowed to bring on one new fellow. It was a struggle to get that contract
approved, even though I started that request before this series of meetings.
Since then, we have not had any of our requests approved from Shorenstein
leadership and routine actions are much harder to accomplish, like getting
budgets drawn up or grant work passed through the office of sponsored
research. This has led to frustration among my program manager and
coordinator, who have told me they fear for their jobs because they have
continuously been ineffective at resolving pending issues.

Across the TASC team, the unstable working conditions caused sadness and
low morale as they watched our numbers dwindle and feared their contracts
would not be renewed in 2023. While I know the goal of HKS and Shorenstein’s
leadership was explicitly to reduce the prominence of my and my team’s
research, I was not able to carry out the projects we had designed when the
administration was increasingly isolating the team and leaving us to languish.
We were intentionally being understaffed throughout 2022.113

91.On December 1, 2022, Gary King,114 Director of the Institute of Quantitative
Social Sciences, told Dr. Donovan, “When you become persona non grata of a
Dean at Harvard, it’s best to leave quietly. You can raise money somewhere
else.”115 While this conversation occurred in December, by then it was not a
secret that Dean Elmendorf was already well underway in removing Dr. Donovan
and shutting down TASC.

92.Over the coming months, the slow but steady dismantlement of TASC
concluded. By correspondence dated July 13, 2023, the Kennedy School
informed Dr. Donovan that they are ending the TASC program and her

115 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 136.

114 Harvard University, Gary King, https://gking.harvard.edu/ (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

113 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 125-126.

112 Donovan Decl. at ¶ 127.
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employment on August 31, 2023, and that her role as Research Director for the
Shorenstein Center is being eliminated.116

Request for Formal Investigation

93.The allegations presented above are serious. In the end, this matter comes
down to a single issue: malign influence. How Facebook/Meta have operated in
this case is no different to how foreign intelligence services or organized criminal
enterprises operate. There are a handful of tried-and-true means to coerce
someone or some entity to do something they would not otherwise do, and
influence through financial compensation is at or near the top of the list.
Objectively, $500 million is certainly significant financial influence.

94.But Meta/Facebook is also known for placing people and entities under duress,
such as when they employed the “Australia Takedown.”117 Here, the visible threat
of Mr. Schrage having a very public emotional response would reasonably have
been viewed as a harbinger of things to come – just as Dr. Donovan feared and
as Donor G expressed concerns about. Facebook/Meta has been successful in
coercing many people and numerous national governments because they use
this “carrot” and “stick” approach simultaneously.

95.Accordingly, the allegations as discussed, above, lead to more questions than
answers. They include, but are not limited to:

a. Was the Kennedy School inappropriately influenced by Meta?

b. How did Dr. Donovan, a respected misinformation and disinformation
researcher, go from “hero to zero”? How did she go from building a program,
a darling of the Kennedy School on whose reputation the leadership could
easily raise money to “persona non grata”.

c. Why did the Kennedy School deceive donors and benefactors of how their
hard-earned and well intended contributions would be used?

d. Did the Kennedy School misappropriate charitable funds?

117 Keach Hagey, et al., “Facebook Deliberately Caused Havoc in Australia to Influence New Law,
Whistleblowers Say,” The Wall Street Journal, May 5, 2022,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-deliberately-caused-havoc-in-australia-to-influence-new-law-wh
istleblowers-say-11651768302 (Last accessed Oct. 4, 2023).

116 Email correspondence from Jen Goodman, Associate Director of Human Resources/Senior Human
Resources Consultant to Joan Donovan (dated July 13, 2023), a copy of which is included at Exhibit “2”.
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e. Did the Kennedy School engage in the misleading solicitation for
charitable funds?

f. Did the Kennedy School infringe on Dr. Donovan’s civil rights?

g. Did the Kennedy School violate its own policies and commitments to
academic freedom, funding transparency, and non-retaliation?

h. Did the Kennedy School improperly retain and interfere with Dr. Donovan’s
intellectual property?

96.To wit, we respectfully request that you initiate a comprehensive investigation of
Harvard University, the Kennedy School, and all university senior officials
involved in this matter. Moreover, we ask that upon completion of the
investigation that the report of investigation be made public and that any and all
appropriate corrective action be taken to ensure academic freedom and integrity
at Harvard University is restored and protected on an ongoing basis.

97.As we all know, these same tactics and influence campaigns championed by
Big Tobacco and oil companies generated massive societal-wide harms globally.
Dr. Donovan’s own research illustrates the growing list of harms caused by
Meta’s failure to address the known problems with their own products. Ms.
Haugen’s disclosures just further proved that researchers outside of Meta were
right to be critical and the company prioritized profits over well-being. The task
of the academic is to seek and say the truth, even if it is controversial. When the
truth is attacked, the academic defends the truth with evidence. What happened
at the Kennedy School to Dr. Donovan and her team was an attack on the truth.
It is imperative that we protect the integrity of independent research and
academic freedom for the sake of democracy, justice, and national security.

98.We look forward to cooperating with an investigation into this matter and to
facilitate access to additional documentation that we believe may be relevant for
your review.

Very respectfully,

Andrew P. Bakaj, Esq.
Chief Legal Counsel

Kyle Gardiner, Esq.
Senior Counsel

Enclosures: As stated.
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